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Aging Affects Language

Language Speaks Volumes about Aging
Week 4

Word-finding difficulty (Tip of the Tongue State),
Slip of Tongue, Off-topic verbosity

Email: BJ@BiJian.com
Slide: BiJian.com/Language
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Hearing
Listening

Voice
Speaking

Vision
Reading

Motor Skill
Writing
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Naming Picture (Visual Cue)

Word Finding Difficulty
Tip of the Tongue (ToT) State

Word finding
Difficulty ?
or
Tip of the Tongue
State (ToTs) ?

Duration: a split second to hours
Retrieval: 90%
Age:

20s ≤ 60s–70s ≪ 80s

Problem: Proper nouns and names of objects
partial information
(similar meaning, initial letter)
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Word Naming Problems: Quasi-word

Word Naming Problems: Circumlocution

“it adds number”
for Abacus

“Spinwheel”
for Pinwheel

“it draws circle”
for compass
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Performance declines after age 70.
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Neural Network Model
Semantic

100B

Word Finding Difficulty
Roger Kreuz & Richard Roberts, Changing Minds, 2019

It shows a weakening connection between words and
their meanings in long-term memory

wi, j

Syntax

It signals that the sought-after word is known, need
more time to access it

Morphology
Phonology
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“ocupus”
for Octopus

Plaques & Tangles
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How to Reduce ToTs ?
Aerobic fitness reduced ToTs

ToTs Reduction Training
Naming Person ?
Naming Sound ?

(Sleep/Medication/Smoking/B12)

Bennett L. Schwartz et al (2011), ToTs: Retrieval, Behavior, and Experience, Memory and
Cognition 39, no. 5

Clench your LEFT fist

Propper RE, et al (2013) Getting a Grip on Memory: Unilateral Hand Clenching Alters
Episodic Recall. PLoS ONE 8(4):

Talk aloud: if you know a name starting with M…, say aloud with
vowels, Mark, Matt, Mead, Mike, Mott … to stimulate phonological
network

Forget it: When you let it go, the word often pops out.
No reminder: reminder makes ToTs worse
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Stressing Syllable

Verbal Fluency (11/min)

Variable Stress: one syllable is emphasized, but not in
a predictable way.
adult, garage
Lexical Stress: to differentiate words
content, content
Prosodic Stress: to differentiate statements
The employee said the boss is angry
The employee, said the boss, is angry
Loudness, pitch, timing cues matter too

FAS Test: Name maximum number of words in 1 minute
that begin with letter
(no proper noun, no number, no past tense)

S

Strategy:
For consonant letter f : seek words through vowels
fa…, fe…, fi…, fo…, fu…
For vowel letter a: seek words alphabetically
ab…, ac…, ad…
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Off-Topic Verbosity (OTV)

Stressing Syllable
Speed: Older adults are slower in comprehension

Speakers wander away from the original subject to a
lengthy digression.

Accent: Older adults have more difficulty in
understanding accent by nonnative speakers

Older adults (1/3) are liable for OTV and perform poorly
on connectedness than middle aged

Adaption and seeing speakers would help older adult

Implication: less credible perception and negative
stereotype. Loss of inhibitory control

Accuracy: Older adults are same as younger adults
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Vocabulary Size

Storytelling
narrative structure, grammar complexity, content, cohesion

17K for average educated native

Older adults are more clear, interesting, and effective in
storytelling with higher quality (pitch, rhythm, and speed)
and richer experience

Older adults have larger vocabularies, 21K
Larger vocabulary is a compensatory mechanism for
cognitive impairment
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Older adults are better at collaborative storytelling to
compensate for the age-related cognitive decline.
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